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According to many genius industry minds, there are numbers ofAccording to many genius industry minds, there are numbers of
internal and external causes of hard drive data loss. Here we are listinginternal and external causes of hard drive data loss. Here we are listing
down some of the most common reasons and also hard drive down some of the most common reasons and also hard drive datadata
recoveryrecovery tools. tools.

➊ While formatting your operating system, some or all of the partitions➊ While formatting your operating system, some or all of the partitions
have been formatted.have been formatted.

➋ Due to virus attack or malware virus infection, a file or folder you➋ Due to virus attack or malware virus infection, a file or folder you
saved can’t be accessed.saved can’t be accessed.

➌ The Partition table is corrupt or badly damaged.➌ The Partition table is corrupt or badly damaged.

➍ Mechanical damages of hard drive or power failure➍ Mechanical damages of hard drive or power failure

➎ Fire accidents, explosions, spilling hot beverages, and water➎ Fire accidents, explosions, spilling hot beverages, and water
damages.damages.

Because of these problems, people have started taking backup, butBecause of these problems, people have started taking backup, but
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still, sometimes it happens that you don’t take the back up and thestill, sometimes it happens that you don’t take the back up and the
data is lost from the hard drive. To cop up with these kinds ofdata is lost from the hard drive. To cop up with these kinds of
situations, people have started using tools for successful hard drivesituations, people have started using tools for successful hard drive
data recovery.data recovery.

Now, you might be wondering which tools they use. Well. If you askNow, you might be wondering which tools they use. Well. If you ask
me, I would suggest you use those tools that meet your needs well.me, I would suggest you use those tools that meet your needs well.
The tools you select should be reliable, user-friendly, and fast enough.The tools you select should be reliable, user-friendly, and fast enough.
Along with that, it should have a high success rate, intuitive interface,Along with that, it should have a high success rate, intuitive interface,
and advanced features.and advanced features.

  

Top 10 tools for successful hard drive data recovery in 2020.Top 10 tools for successful hard drive data recovery in 2020.
1. Recuva1. Recuva
Piriform Recuva is one of the most preferred and widely used tools forPiriform Recuva is one of the most preferred and widely used tools for
successful hard drive data recovery if the files have been deletedsuccessful hard drive data recovery if the files have been deleted
accidentally. It’s more interactive and helps you recover the data byaccidentally. It’s more interactive and helps you recover the data by
asking relevant questions regarding data lost.asking relevant questions regarding data lost.

Advantages: Advantages: 

⦿ It has an integrated interface that helps in simplifying the data⦿ It has an integrated interface that helps in simplifying the data
recovery processrecovery process

⦿ It provides the Recova wizard to recover the data easily and faster.⦿ It provides the Recova wizard to recover the data easily and faster.

⦿ It also helps in recovering your emails from Thunderbird, Microsoft⦿ It also helps in recovering your emails from Thunderbird, Microsoft
Outlook, Windows Mail, and Outlook Express.Outlook, Windows Mail, and Outlook Express.

2. EaseUS Data Recovery Wizard2. EaseUS Data Recovery Wizard
EaseUS Data Recovery Wizard is one of the popular hard drive dataEaseUS Data Recovery Wizard is one of the popular hard drive data
recovery tools among users as it helps in recovering files which arerecovery tools among users as it helps in recovering files which are
deleted from the disk, formatted from the disk, lost while doingdeleted from the disk, formatted from the disk, lost while doing
partitions and from inaccessible disk.partitions and from inaccessible disk.

Advantages: Advantages: 

⦿ It has a deep and fast scanning process.⦿ It has a deep and fast scanning process.
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⦿ It provides high data recovery quality and an easy 3-step recovery⦿ It provides high data recovery quality and an easy 3-step recovery
process from various devices.process from various devices.

⦿ It supports various file systems that include FAT, exFAT, NTFS,⦿ It supports various file systems that include FAT, exFAT, NTFS,
NTFS5, ext2&3, HFS+, ReFS.NTFS5, ext2&3, HFS+, ReFS.

3. Stellar Data Recovery3. Stellar Data Recovery
Stellar Data Recovery is a well-known data recovery tool, helps inStellar Data Recovery is a well-known data recovery tool, helps in
recovering the data lost from damaged and corrupted hard drivesrecovering the data lost from damaged and corrupted hard drives
easily and faster. Apart from this, this tool has extra features such aseasily and faster. Apart from this, this tool has extra features such as
optical media recovery and Smart drive monitoring to recover the dataoptical media recovery and Smart drive monitoring to recover the data
from various real-life data loss situations.from various real-life data loss situations.

  Advantages:   Advantages: 

⦿ It helps in recovering data from all types of windows devices⦿ It helps in recovering data from all types of windows devices

⦿ It has a 4-step recovery process with quick & deep scan options.⦿ It has a 4-step recovery process with quick & deep scan options.

⦿ It supports scanning specific folders.⦿ It supports scanning specific folders.

4. Recover My Files4. Recover My Files
Recover My Files is an outstanding data recovery tool to recover filesRecover My Files is an outstanding data recovery tool to recover files
from the hard drive if lost. Not only has that but also helped infrom the hard drive if lost. Not only has that but also helped in
recovering files from Recycle bin and OS installation recovery. Mainly,recovering files from Recycle bin and OS installation recovery. Mainly,
it helps in recovering documents, photos, videos, audios, and emails.it helps in recovering documents, photos, videos, audios, and emails.

Advantages: Advantages: 

⦿ It supports many storage devices like hard drives, SD cards, USBs,⦿ It supports many storage devices like hard drives, SD cards, USBs,
and iPod.and iPod.

⦿ It allows us to adjust the layout of the items & scan the backup of a⦿ It allows us to adjust the layout of the items & scan the backup of a
partition.partition.

⦿ It sorts outs and helps in recovering the files by date.⦿ It sorts outs and helps in recovering the files by date.

5. R-studio5. R-studio
R-studio is a reliable hard drive recovery tool. It helps in recoveringR-studio is a reliable hard drive recovery tool. It helps in recovering
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files from the internal & external causes as well as network disks. If thefiles from the internal & external causes as well as network disks. If the
hard drive is damaged deleted or formatted,then R-studio is a best-in-hard drive is damaged deleted or formatted,then R-studio is a best-in-
class tool to recover the data anyhow.class tool to recover the data anyhow.

Advantages:Advantages:

⦿ It supports multiple file systems.⦿ It supports multiple file systems.

⦿ It specifies the scan area.⦿ It specifies the scan area.

⦿ It allows creating image files & recovering the files from image files.⦿ It allows creating image files & recovering the files from image files.

6. Data Rescue6. Data Rescue
Data Rescue is the best and most preferred hard drive data recoveryData Rescue is the best and most preferred hard drive data recovery
tool, by windows and mac users. It helps to recover files If deleted,tool, by windows and mac users. It helps to recover files If deleted,
formatting the hard drive or partition lost while installing the operatingformatting the hard drive or partition lost while installing the operating
system. It is handy for retrieving lost or deleted photos, videos,system. It is handy for retrieving lost or deleted photos, videos,
documents from Thunderbolt drives, Firewire drives and SD Cards.documents from Thunderbolt drives, Firewire drives and SD Cards.

Advantages: Advantages: 

⦿ It helps in locating the files by filtering or searching⦿ It helps in locating the files by filtering or searching

⦿ It automatically excludes duplicated files.⦿ It automatically excludes duplicated files.

⦿ It allows previewing files before recovering them.⦿ It allows previewing files before recovering them.

7. PC Inspector File Recovery7. PC Inspector File Recovery
PC Inspector File Recovery is a powerful yet reliable hard-drive dataPC Inspector File Recovery is a powerful yet reliable hard-drive data
recovery tool that helps in recovering the data from external hardrecovery tool that helps in recovering the data from external hard
drives, USB Devices, computers as well as network drives. It is reallydrives, USB Devices, computers as well as network drives. It is really
convenient to find partition the hard drive even if the FAT or bootconvenient to find partition the hard drive even if the FAT or boot
sector or has been damaged or maybe erased.sector or has been damaged or maybe erased.

Advantages: Advantages: 

⦿ It’s FREE to use.⦿ It’s FREE to use.

⦿ It helps to recover the files with the original time and date.⦿ It helps to recover the files with the original time and date.
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It helps in recovering files even if the header entry is not available.It helps in recovering files even if the header entry is not available.
8. Partition Guru Software 8. Partition Guru Software 
Partition Guru Software is reliable data recovery software that helps inPartition Guru Software is reliable data recovery software that helps in
recovering the data that is mistakenly deleted, formatted, or partitionsrecovering the data that is mistakenly deleted, formatted, or partitions
from hard drives, removable drives, virtual disks, and other devicesfrom hard drives, removable drives, virtual disks, and other devices
like RAID. It also helps in Windows backup & restoration activity. like RAID. It also helps in Windows backup & restoration activity. 

Advantages: Advantages: 

⦿ It has DOS Support and the ability to edit the sector data.⦿ It has DOS Support and the ability to edit the sector data.

⦿ It helps in recovering the data which got deleted permanently from⦿ It helps in recovering the data which got deleted permanently from
the recycle bin.the recycle bin.

⦿ It is very helpful in repairing bad tracks easily. ⦿ It is very helpful in repairing bad tracks easily. 

9. Minitool Power Data Recovery 9. Minitool Power Data Recovery 
Minitool Power Data Recovery is a popular free-file and data-recoveryMinitool Power Data Recovery is a popular free-file and data-recovery
tool for Windows. It helps in recovering the data from hard drives, USBtool for Windows. It helps in recovering the data from hard drives, USB
Drives, and other devices like RAID devices, too, from which the data isDrives, and other devices like RAID devices, too, from which the data is
stored but lost because of damage. It has compatible modules thatstored but lost because of damage. It has compatible modules that
focus on specific data-recovery tasks to recover your lost data. focus on specific data-recovery tasks to recover your lost data. 

Advantages: Advantages: 

⦿ It’s a FREE edition limited to 1 GB of data.⦿ It’s a FREE edition limited to 1 GB of data.

⦿ It has a simple interface and wizard-based operation feature to⦿ It has a simple interface and wizard-based operation feature to
recover the data easily for beginners as well. Simply, you need torecover the data easily for beginners as well. Simply, you need to
follow the steps, and one is good to go. follow the steps, and one is good to go. 

⦿ It supports recovering the data from CD, DVD, Memory card, and⦿ It supports recovering the data from CD, DVD, Memory card, and
Flash drives too. Flash drives too. 

10. Get Data Back 10. Get Data Back 
Get data Back is the most powerful data recovery software using theGet data Back is the most powerful data recovery software using the
newest technologies to recover the data from hard drives, SSD,newest technologies to recover the data from hard drives, SSD,
Flashcards, and USB. With the help of this software, you can getFlashcards, and USB. With the help of this software, you can get
everything back safely, faster, and easily. It is a complete solution foreverything back safely, faster, and easily. It is a complete solution for
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Windows, Mac, and Linux file systems. Windows, Mac, and Linux file systems. 

Advantages: Advantages: 

⦿ It combines capabilities for NTFS, FAT, exFAT, EXT, HFS, and APFS. ⦿ It combines capabilities for NTFS, FAT, exFAT, EXT, HFS, and APFS. 

⦿ It restores file names and directory structure and can restore large⦿ It restores file names and directory structure and can restore large
files too.files too.

⦿ It has an intuitive interface with a lightning-fast operation. ⦿ It has an intuitive interface with a lightning-fast operation. 

Wrapping Up:Wrapping Up:
So, the above mentioned are popular, successful, and trusted hardSo, the above mentioned are popular, successful, and trusted hard
drive data recovery tools that you can use to recover your datadrive data recovery tools that you can use to recover your data
damaged or erased due to some technical or non-technical issues fromdamaged or erased due to some technical or non-technical issues from
your hard drive. Apply one of the tools mentioned and try recoveringyour hard drive. Apply one of the tools mentioned and try recovering
your important data. The scanning process, features, advantages ofyour important data. The scanning process, features, advantages of
using these tools vary from each other. So use it wisely andusing these tools vary from each other. So use it wisely and
adequately. adequately. 

If you are in search of professional data recovery training to gain in-If you are in search of professional data recovery training to gain in-
depth knowledge and understanding of these tools, then get in touchdepth knowledge and understanding of these tools, then get in touch
with us today. We will help you learn more about various storagewith us today. We will help you learn more about various storage
devices, like hard disks, flash drives, solid-state drives, memory cards,devices, like hard disks, flash drives, solid-state drives, memory cards,
and mobiles. Industry experts have designed the best and mobiles. Industry experts have designed the best data recoverydata recovery
training courses training courses with several years of experience in data recoverywith several years of experience in data recovery
training modules.training modules.

Blog Content Source : https://dataempires.com/top-10-tools-for-hard-Blog Content Source : https://dataempires.com/top-10-tools-for-hard-
drive-data-recovery/drive-data-recovery/
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Data Empires have quickly emerged as one of the most trustedData Empires have quickly emerged as one of the most trusted
companies in data recovery, along with different data recovery trainingcompanies in data recovery, along with different data recovery training
courses as well. We provide courses as well. We provide online data recoveryonline data recovery services of the services of the
highest order to individuals and organizations alike. Our company washighest order to individuals and organizations alike. Our company was
formed in 2015 and we have never looked back since then with severalformed in 2015 and we have never looked back since then with several
clients under our belt who are happy with our clients under our belt who are happy with our data recovery servicesdata recovery services
and solutions. With dedicated professionals with years of experience,and solutions. With dedicated professionals with years of experience,
we take care of lost data.we take care of lost data.

  

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/online-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/online-
data-recovery-data-empires-12141data-recovery-data-empires-12141
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